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A. Introduction 

Avian acute leukemia viruses are a group 
of defective retroviruses which cause neo
plasia in animals after short periods of 
latency. Transformation induced by the 
acute leukemia viruses usually manifest the 
direct expression of one or two viral one 
genes that include characteristic elements 
transduced from cellular genes termed 
proto-oncogenes. Table I demonstrates the 
oncogenic properties of these viruses. Of 
particular interest to our laboratory is the 
MC29 subgroup of acute transforming 
viruses with one-specific sequence termed 
mye as well as the avian myeloblastosis vi
rus (AMV) subgroup with an one-specific 
sequence termed myb. There are dramatic 
biologic differences between these two sub
groups of viruses. As illustrated in Table 1, 
the MC29 subgroup possesses a broad 
spectrum of oncogenicity in vivo, causing 
leukemia and solid tumors in animals, and 
the ability to transform a variety of cells 
such as fibroblasts and hematopoietic cells 
in vitro. By contrast, the AMV subgroup 
has a much narrower spectrum of onco
genicity in vivo, causing leukemia, but not 
solid tumors, and possesses the ability to 
transform only hematopoietic cells in vitro. 

Significant biologic differences exist 
among the viruses of the MC29 subgroup. 
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To understand these biologic differences, 
we have cloned the integrated proviral 
genomes of the MC29 and MH2 viruses 
and analyzed their genetic structures. The 
one gene of MC29 is a genetic hybrid 
(L1gag-mye), that consists of an element de
rived from the retroviral gag gene linked to 
the two 3' exons of the cellular proto-mye 
gene. Thus in MC29-infected cells, the trans
forming one gene product is expressed as a 
hybrid protein that includes both gag and 
mye sequences. A unique characteristic of 
the MH2 virus that has been described in 
our laboratory is that this virus contains 
two different one genes, each of which is 
different from the L1gag-mye gene of MC29. 
One MH2 one-gene has the genetic struc
ture L1gag-mht, the other exists in two 
exons, a small 5' exon of 6 gag codons and 
a major 3' mye exon that is almost colinear 
with the mye sequence of MC29 [1,2], Final
ly, our studies on the proto-mye and proto
mht genes have enabled us to reconstruct 
how the mye and mht sequences of MC29 
and MH2 were transduced from proto-mye 
and proto-mht by the retroviruses that must 
have generated MC29 and MH2. 

B. Results and Discussion 

1. Sequence Analysis of MC29 
and Chicken and Human Proto-mye 
Oncogenes 

We have cloned [3] and sequenced the 
L1gag-mye gene of MC29 as well as the 
chicken proto-mye gene, and the cor-
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Table 1. Oncogenic properties of acute leukemia virus 

Virus Neoplastic growth induced in vivo Cell Types Viral one 
Strain Transformed sequences 

in vitro 

Sarcoma Carcinoma Acute leukemia 
(Fibrosar- (Renal adeno- (Myelocyto- (Fibro-
coma=F) carcinoma = RC) matosis=M) blastic=f) 
(Hepato- (Carcinoma = C) (Erythro- (Epitheloid = ep) 
cytoma=H) blastosis = E) (Myeloid=m) 

(Myeloblas- (Erythroid = e) 
tosis = My) 

MC29 subgroup 
MC29 F,H C,RC M,E f, ep, m, e myc 
MH2 F,H C,RC M,E f, ep, m, e myc, mht 
OKlO F,H C,RC M,E f, ep, m, e myc 
CMII F,H C,RC M,E f, ep, m, e myc 

AMY subgroup 
AMY My m myb 
E26 My,E m,e myb, ets 

AEV subgroup 
AEV F C E,M f,e erb A, erb B 

responding human proto-myc gene [4-6]. 
We have then aligned the sequences of the 
viral and cellular myc-related genes on the 
basis of their nucleotide homology, to iden
tify similarities and dissimilarities, and 
have reached the conclusions presented 
elsewhere [7]. 

II. Molecular Structure of MH2 

We have molecularly cloned the MID pro
virus, and determined its exact genetic 
structure by sequence analysis shown in 
Fig. 1 [2]. As expected, the virus contained 
a gag-derived sequence as the 5' end of the 
viral genome and a myc-sequence as its 3' 
end. Unexpectedly, this analysis revealed 
an MID-specific sequence of 1.2 kilobases, 
termed mht, which is unrelated to the myc 
sequence and which maps between L1gag 
and mye [4, 5]. The nucleotide sequence of 
the MH2 viral genome indicates that the 
gag region and the mht gene form an open 
reading frame starting at the known AUG 
codon of the gag gene and terminating at a 
TAG stop codon near the 3' end of mht. 
This open reading frame contains 894 
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amino acids capable of encoding a protein 
of about 100 kilodaltons. This prediction is 
in accord with the size of the pi 00 gag-mht 
protein observed in MH2-transformed cells 
[8]. 

III. Sequence Homology Between mht 
and raJ 

When the mht sequence of MH2 was com
pared with the one-specific raj sequence of 
mouse sarcoma virus (MSV) 3611, a strik
ing homology extending from the 5' end 
of mht sequence for over 969 nucleo
tides was observed (Fig. 1) [9-10]. At the 
nucleotide level, the homology is 80%. 
Most nucleotide changes are third-base 
substitutions that result in no amino acid 
changes. The raj sequence differs from the 
mht sequence by having one inserted codon 
(proline) at position 1170 and by 19 amino 
acid substitutions. The absence of proline 
at position 1170 in the mht sequence is con
firmed by MH2-specific oligonucleotide 6 a 
[1]. Thus, the homology is 94% at the de
duced amino acid leveL This region of homo 1-
ogy is flanked in both viruses by MH2- and 
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MSV-specific sequences with essentially no 
homology between the two viruses. At the 
5' end, the homology begins 174 base pairs 
3' to the gag-mht junction in MH2. Thus, the 
first 57 amino acids of mht preceding the start 
of homology with raj are MID specific, 
whereas raj is a completely colinear subset 
of mht [10]. At the 3' end, the two se
quences share a common termination co
don at position 1186 and diverge beyond 
this position. Following the termination co
don, there are 12 and 175 presumably cell
derived noncoding nucleotides in mht and 
raj, respectively. 

IV. Relation of mht to Cellular proto-mht 
Genes 

We have recently shown that the mht se
quence, like the specific sequences of other 
retroviral one genes, has a cellular counter
part in the chicken chromosome [7] as well 
as in the chromosomes of mice and humans 
(data not shown). Because a 3.8 kilobases 
cellular mht-related mRNA was detected 
by RNA blot hybridization In normal 
chicken cells [7], the chicken proto-mht 
gene may contain a coding sequence of 
about 3.8 kilobases. Therefore, the 1.3 kilo
bases mht sequence of MH2 probably rep
resents only a subset of the proto-mht gene. 
The fact that the mht sequence terminates 
with several translation stop codons, sug
gests that it represents the 3' end of the 
proto-mht gene. The same is true for the re
lation between the viral mye and proto-myc 
genes [7, 11]. Thus, the Agag-mht gene and 
the cellular proto-mht gene are coterminal, 
but not isogenic. This is consistent with the 

Fig. 1. Genetic structure of MH2 proviral ge
nome. A restriction enzyme map of the 6.5 kilo
bases EcoRI-resistant quail DNA fragment that 
includes the MH2 provirus [1] is shown above 
the genetic map of MH2 proviral genome. 
Broken lines represent sequences not present in 
the 6.5 kilo bases Eco RI fragment; boxes be
tween the 5' and 3' L1R represent cell-derived 
sequences; full lines between the two L 1R rep
resent viral sequences; p 100 and p57 represent 
the Agag-mht hybrid protein and the myc-con
taining protein in MH2-transformed cells, re
spectively 
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notion that the one genes of most re
troviruses are subsets of their cellular pro
totypes. By the same analogy, our parallel 
observation with AMY and MY29 viruses 
compared with their proto-one transcripts 
seem to support this overall scheme (Table 
2). The most dramatic example is the seg
ment of the ets gene transduced by E26 vi
rus which is four times smaller than the 
proto-ets transcript identified in normal 
chicken embryo fibroblasts (Table 2) [12, 
13]. 
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